Just a few of the truck and trailer market uses for the Air-Weigh systems:

OILFIELD:
Air-Weigh on-board scales are very efficient when determining weights per gallon on different densities of
oilfield produced water as it is separated into holding tanks at remote sites. With Air-Weigh’s alarm light feature, drivers can be loading their trailers and know the alarms will notify them outside the cab when target
and limit weights are met.
Additionally, Air-Weigh scales enhance process efficiency by providing precise weights when hauling Frac
Sand from a remote site or loading it from a rail car onto a trailer.

General Commodities:
Proper loading is paramount for general commodities. With Air-Weigh on-board scales, steer, drive and trailer axle weights are known immediately at time of loading. Payloads can be maximized at the loading site,
which saves the time, money, and fuel used in check-weighing loads at public scales. Cost savings also come
in other, less apparent ways. For example, Air-Weigh on-board scales enable fleets to avoid overloading a
vehicle, putting less stress on components like the brakes, tires and suspensions. Loads are distributed
properly. Air-Weigh helps reduce maintenance costs and increase vehicle life.

Agriculture:
Transport of agricultural commodities such as grain, feed and hay requires accurate weight information. AirWeigh on-board scales enable drivers to maximize payloads while eliminating overweight tickets. With AirWeigh drivers don’t have to guess their payload weights when loading in the field. There is no need to locate
a certified scale in the rural locations of agricultural transport. By providing accurate steer, drive, and trailer
axle weights, Air-Weigh reduces loading time and can increase the number of loads hauled per day.
Other markets include: Refuse, Dry Van, Building Materials, Heavy Haul, Refrigerated, Livestock, Liquid Bulk, Metal,
Construction/Agg, Forest Products, Dry Bulk, Auto Transport, Towing,
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